I admire Mel’s programming skills, but the reading made me think of one reason for creating programming languages: to make it easier for other people to read and modify one’s program.

*It's still possible (and even common) to write code in which a change in one place significantly affects code elsewhere.*

Minimizing the time it takes for a program to run is often one of the key measures in determining how "good" it is. Quicksort is considered much better than Bubble sort primarily due to the fact that Quicksort runs much faster. However, this story illustrates that maximizing speed does have substantial costs that may, in some cases, outweigh the advantages of the additional speed.

Mel was able to write faster code because he did manually what programming tools, such as what the "optimizing assembly", could have done automatically. While his attention to detail did result in faster code, it did not necessarily result in better code. All of his speedy tricks made his code very hard to understand. Other programmers were unable to understand or change his code without large amounts of effort.